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On Fractionally Integrated Autoregressive 
Moving-Average Time Series Models With 

Conditional Heteroscedasticity 
Shiqing LING and W. K. Li 

This article considers fractionally integrated autoregressive moving-average time series models with conditional heteroscedas- 
ticity, which combines the popular generalized autoregressive conditional heteroscedastic (GARCH) and the fractional (ARMA) 
models. The fractional differencing parameter d can be greater than 1/2, thus incorporating the important unit root case. Some 
sufficient conditions for stationarity, ergodicity, and existence of higher-order moments are derived. An algorithm for approxi- 
mate maximum likelihood (ML) estimation is presented. The asymptotic properties of ML estimators, which include consistency 
and asymptotic normality, are discussed. The large-sample distributions of the residual autocorrelations and the square-residual 
autocorrelations are obtained, and two portmanteau test statistics are established for checking model adequacy. In particular, non- 
stationary FARIMA(p, d, q)-GARCH(r, s) models are also considered. Some simulation results are reported. As an illustration, 
the proposed model is also applied to the daily returns of the Hong Kong Hang Seng index (1983-1984). 
KEY WORDS: Fractional differencing; Maximum likelihood estimation; Portmanteau tests: Stationarity and ergodicity. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Long-memory time series and, in particular, fractional 
autoregressive integrated moving-average (FARIMA) time 
series have attracted the attention of more and more statis- 
ticians and economists since the early works of Granger 
and Joyeux (1980), Hosking (1981), and McLeod and Hipel 
(1978). Geweke and Porter-Hudak (1983) considered a least 
squares procedure based on the periodogram. Fox and 
Taqqu (1986) proposed a frequency-domain maximum like- 
lihood (ML) estimation procedure for the FARIMA models. 
Hosking (1984) and Li and McLeod (1986) considered a 
time domain ML estimation procedure for FARIMA mod- 
els. Li and McLeod also obtained the asymptotic distribu- 
tion of the ML estimation and a portmanteau test for check- 
ing model adequacy. Yajima (1988) considered estimation 
of a regression model with long-memory stationary errors. 
Diebold and Rudebusch (1989) used the FARIMA model 
to examine persistence in U.S. aggregate output. Sowell 
(1992) proposed an exact ML estimation procedure (see 
also Li 1981). Agiakloglou and Newbold (1993) developed 
a Lagrange multiplier test for fractional differencing. Has- 
sler and Wolters (1994) investigated the power of unit root 
tests against fractional root alternatives. Chung and Bail- 
lie (1994) studied the small-sample properties of a condi- 
tional sum-of-squares estimator for FARIMA models. Be- 
ran (1995) considered nonstationary fractionally differenced 
models. All of the aforementioned works assume that the 
conditional variance of time series is a constant over time, 
however. 

Time series models with a time-varying conditional vari- 
ance was first proposed by Engle (1982). This class of mod- 
els has important applications, particularly in finance and 
economics (see, e.g., Bollerslev 1986, Bollerslev, Engle, 
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and Woodridge 1988, and Weiss 1984.) Bollerslev (1992) 
later gave a more complete review on the subject. Li and 
Mak (1994) derived a formal diagnostic tool for nonlinear 
time series with conditional heteroscedasticity. Ling (1995) 
found some simple sufficient conditions for the strict sta- 
tionarity and the existence of higher-order moments for 
several well-known classes of autoregressive conditional 
heteroscedastic (ARCH) models. Given the recent interests 
in time series with fractional unit root and changing con- 
ditional variances, it is only natural to consider time se- 
ries that exhibit both features. Baillie, Chung, and Tiles 
(1995) used a special case, a FARIMA (0, d, l)-GARCH(l, 
1) model, to analyze the monthly post-World War II con- 
sumer price index (CPI) inflation series of 10 different coun- 
tries. They found evidence of long memory with conditional 
heteroscedasticity. However, apart from the estimation pro- 
cedure, a complete statistical inference methodology has 
not been developed for the above model. In this article, a 
unified approach that combines both the conditional het- 
eroscedastic and fractional ARMA models is proposed. An 
important feature of the new model is that the fractional 
differencing parameter can be greater than 1/2. Thus the 
present approach will incorporate also models with unit 
roots. In the nonstationary case, our estimate procedure is 
a direct extension of that of Beran (1995). 

The article is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the 
model definition and some properties of the model. Section 
3 discusses the ML estimation procedure and the asymptotic 
properties of the estimators. Section 4 derives the asymp- 
totic distributions of residual autocorrelations and squared 
residual autocorrelations and obtains two portmanteau tests 
for checking model adequacy. Sections 5 and 6 report the 
results of several simulation experiments. Section 7 applies 
the FARIMA(p, d, q)-GARCH(r, s) model to the daily re- 
turn of the Hong Kong Hang Seng index (1983-1984). The 
Appendix contains all proofs of theorems. 
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2. MODELS AND PROPERTIES 

2.1 The FARIMA(0, d, 0)-GARCH(r, s) Model 

For easy of presentation, we first consider a special case. 
We define the FARIMA(O, d, O)-GARCH(r, s) model to be 
a discrete time series {Yt } that satisfies the following equa- 
tion: 

(1 - B)dYt = Ct, (1) 

r s 

EtIFt_- N(O,ht), ht = ao + ?ZiE2 + Z/3iht-, 
2=1 i=l 

(2) 
where ozo > O, o1, .I. .ar, 1 ... 1138 > O, r and s are pos- 
itive integers, d is a real number, B is the backward-shift 
operator, (1 - B)d is defined by the binomial series 

(1B)d = E (k + (d -1) ) Bk, (3) 
k=0O k(d-) 

and Ft-, is the a field generated by the past information 
{Et-l, 6t-2, .}. .. Of course, the GARCH model defined by 
(2) can be replaced by other conditional heteroscedastic 

models; for example, the threshold ARCH model of Li and 
Li (1996). 

The following theorem gives some basic properties of the 
model (1)-(2). 

Theorem 2.1. Suppose that ozo > 0, oai's and 43i's > 0, 
=al ozj + >=: a3j < 1, and d < 1/2. Then for model 

(1)-(2), there exists a Ft-measurable second-order station- 
ary solution {Et, Yt }. It is the only second-order stationary 
solution given the Zt 's, which are defined later. The solution 
{ E, Yt} has the following causal representations: 

Et = zt [ao + E T (T At-i) (tj1 a.s. (4) 

and 

00(k?+d-1)!(5 
Yt E k!(d -1)! Et-k a s., (5) 

where (t = (aoZt2,0v ? o.. v* )r+s)Xl (i.e., the 
first component is ao0Zt2 and the (r + 1)th component is 
ao), {Zt } are independently normally distributed with mean 
O and variance I1, 6 = (a,1, . . .,I ?zr 1 .31 ... v 38 )Tj and 

?g Z E Z 12 .....2.......... 2sZ 

At = I(rl X r-l) r-l)xl [ rl ) XS (6) 

?(s-1)xr I(8-1)x(8-1) ?(8-1)xl 

where I,x, is the r x r identity matrix. Hence {Et} and {Yt} 
are strictly stationary and ergodic. 

Remark. The representation (4) is simple and clear, com- 
paring to that of Bollerslev (1986). For the first-order 
ARCH model, Pantula (1989) gave a similar representation 
under the assumption that {Et} begins in the infinite past 
with a finite initial variance. This restriction is no longer re- 
quired here, because we adopt a different method of proof. 

Let AO' be the Kronecker product of n matrices At. 
To derive the condition for the finiteness of moments of 
FARIMA-GARCH models, we first present a lemma. (This 
lemma is theorem 6.2 in Ling 1995.) 

Lemma. Suppose that {Et} is a process generated by (1)- 
(2). If p[E(Agm)] < 1, then {Et} is strictly stationary, and 
the 2mth order moment of Et is finite. In particular, as r = 
s = 1 and m = 2, the condition is equivalent to 3a 2 + 
2a,,31 +? 2 < 1; that is, Bollerslev's (1986) condition. 

Remark. For the GARCH(r, 0) model (i.e., the rth order 
ARCH model), Milh0j (1985) gave the condition for the 
existence of the 2mth order moment. However, as m > 2, 
Milh0j's condition is too complicated to check. The fore- 
going lemma gives a simple sufficient condition for the 
GARCH(r, s) model. 

Theorem 2.2. Suppose that {Et} and {Yt} are generated 
by model (1)-(2). Then, under the assumption of Theorem 
2.1: 

a. If p[E(A @2)] < 1, then the fourth-order moments of 
{Et} and {Yt} are finite. 

b. If p[E(A?@4)] < 1, then the eighth-order moments of 
{Et} and {Yt} are finite. 

Here, At is defined by (6). 

2.2 The General FARIMA(p, d, q)-GARCH(r, s) Model 

Given the extensive literature on FARIMA and GARCH 
models, the FARIMA(O, d, O)-GARCH(r, s) model is ex- 
pected to find applications in time series modeling. 
Yet in practice, more general models may be re- 
quired (see, e.g., Baillie et al. 1995). A natural exten- 
sion of the FARIMA(O, d, O)-GARCH(r, s) model is the 
FARIMA(p, d, q)-GARCH(r, s) model. Let {Yt} satisfy the 
equation 

q(B)(1 - B)d(Yt- = O(B)Et, (7) 

r s 

EtIFt- N(O, ht), ht = ozo + E i?Z/3iht- , 
i=l i=l 

(8) 
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where 0(B) = 1 - q1B - - qXpBP and 0(B) = 1 + 
01B + ...+ ?qBq are polynomials in B with no com- 
mon factors; p, q, r, and s are positive integers; and 
d, B, aZo, ai,. ... ,r, 31.... 3,/3 are as defined in Sec- 
tion 2.1. The following theorem shows some properties of 
FARIMA(p, d, q)-GARCH(r, s) models. 

Theorem 2.3. Let {Yt} be generated by (7)-(8). Suppose 
that all roots of 0(B) and 0(B) lie outside the unit circle 
and Z=1 Cai + ? =li <1. 

a. If d < 1/2, then {Yt} is second-order stationary and 
has the following representation: 

00(k?+d-1)! Yt - p= 0-k(B) O(B) E k!(d -1)! 6t-k, (9) 

where Et has representation (4). Hence {Yt} is strictly 
stationary and ergodic. 

b. If d > -1/2, then {Yt} is invertible; that is, Et can be 
written as 

Et = q(B)0-1(B) (k!( -d -1)! (Yt_k (10) 
k=O -1) tk- (0 

c. If p[E(At2)] <1, then the fourth moments of {Yt} are 
finite, and if p[E(A 04)] < 1, then the eighth moments 
of {Yt } are finite, where At is defined by (6). 

Denoting Pk = Cov(YtYt-k)/var(Yt), similar to theo- 
rem 2(4) of Hosking (1981), we can also see that Pk 

clk12d-l (k -* oc) as Idl < 1/2 and {Yt} is stationary 
and invertible, where c is a constant number. This means 
that the dependence between observations decays hyper- 
bolically. The decay is slower than the geometric decay of 
the stationary ARMA model. These types of long-range de- 
pendency may be modeled by the present approach. 

3. ESTIMATION OF FARIMA-GARCH MODELS 

3.1 The Stationary Case 

Suppose that Y1,... , Y7, are generated by the model 
(7)-(8) with known mean ,u = 0. Denoting y = (01, 
. . . ? pf3 Ol. . . - Oq,d)T, 6 = (CeO *iC .. * Cer,/31, .* * 13s)Tg 
and A = (yT, 6T)T, assume that Ao = (yWT, SgT)T is the true 
value of A and is in the interior of the compact set 0. The 
approximate ML estimator (MLE) An of A in 0 maximizes 
the conditional log-likelihood on Fo (ignoring constants), 

n ~ ~ 22h L(A)=-lt, i It=2nht-2 . (1) 

To obtain An, we need to find the first-order derivatives 
and the information matrix. For each t, these are as follows: 

Ol t 1 (2 1' &ht _ Et &Et 

ary 2ht ht }&y ht 0y 

and 

Oh _ 1 Oht (6t N1,(2 OS 2htO E- 1)t (12 

where 
0Et =_X-1 (B)st_j, ast =_0 (B)t-j, (13) 

96t _ X0 Oht - 
S Oh- 

Od -E L Et-k, - it + ?Z,3i (14) 

and 

0h? = 2 E eait-i +Eti 0h , (15) 
i= 1 i=1 

where it = (1, E62 2 h1. . ... I ht-s). 
Directly differentiating (12), we have 

02lt 1 06t 06t 1 Oht Oht t 2 

0y0yT ht 0y ayT 2h 2 0y ayT ht 

2 0- [X 2 yhT] 

2Et 06t Oht Et 02t(16 
ht+ 0T(16) ht 0-y 0-yT ht ? -y&yT 

and 
021t _ _ 1 Oht Oht ( tE 

0606T 2h2 06 OST Jht ) 

+ h?t _)0-y ( ht 06T) * (17) 
Similarly, we find (02 lt)/(0y06T). Note that only n ob- 
servations are available. However, Et, ht, 06t/Oy, 0Et/O6, 
0ht/0-y, and 0ht/06 all depend on the theoretically infinite 
past history of {Yt} or fEt}. For simplicity, we assume that 
the presample values of Yt and Et are 0 and choose the pre- 
sample estimates of ht and E2 to be ELn a2/n. This will 
not affect asymptotic efficiency and other asymptotic prop- 
erties (see Bollerslev 1986 and Weiss 1986). The following 
theorems give the asymptotic properties of the information 
matrix and the MLE An 

Theorem 3.1. Suppose that {Yt} and PEt} generated by 
(7)-(8) with ceo > 0, oll, . .lrg p1v***v s>? =1?l+ 

Zs 1 /i < 1, E(E64) < oc, and Idl < 1/2 and that all roots 
of q(B) and 0(B) lie outside the unit circle. Then 

1 n 0t2jt/(O3'YO3'T) 0321t1(03603'T)> a-s- 
n t 02j It/(O'O6 T ) 02 lt / (0606T )J 

(QO ? (18) 

as n -* oc and Qa and Q, are positive matrices, where 

[!06Et 06t 1Oht Ohtl 
= F Lh~ Y OT ? 2hay 0yTJ Q E ht 0-y 07T 2h_ 70 

and 

? = E [J 067't]' (19) 

and a4 denotes convergence almost surely. 
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Theorem 3.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, 
the following hold: 

a. There exists a MLE An such that it satisfies the equa- 
tion &L(A)/&A = 0 and An 

P AO as n -- oo. 

b. For such a sequence, y?(An - A0) D N(O, 0R5) as 
p D 

n -- o0, where 2 and D4 denote convergences in prob- 
ability and in distribution, Qo = diag(Q-1O, ?Q60), and 
QyO and Q60 are values of Q, and Q6 at A = A0. 
Further, the information matrices QLf0 and Q60 can be 
estimated consistently by 

-1 
n 1 &8t Et+ 1 Oht Oht 1 

- n _ Lht 0fy 9ryT 2h 2 0fy ayT] 

and 

1 n 
1&Oht Oht1 

h [2h 06 06T (20) 

where the various terms are evaluated at A = An. 

Because the off-diagonal blocks of the information ma- 
trix, E E[(021t)/(&A06T)], are 0, -y and 6 can be esti- 
mated separately without an asymptotic loss in efficiency. 
In practice, it is sometimes necessary to use a variable- 
step length procedure, such as the Levenberg-Marquardt 
adjustment algorithm (Goldfeld, Quandt, and Trotter 1966; 
Thisted 1988). In the case where model (7)-(8) includes un- 
known drift ,u (as in Li and Meclod 1986), the series may 
be centered by the sample mean and then estimated by the 
foregoing procedure. Some simulation results in Section 5 
illustrate that the estimators obtained by this method are 
very close to those obtained when the mean ,u = 0 is 0 and 
known. 

3.2 The Nonstationary Case 

For d < 1/2, the FARIMA(p, d, q) model is station- 
ary and ergodic. For d > 1/2, it is well known that the 
FARIMA(p, d, q) models are not stationary. How to esti- 
mate the nonstationary FARIMA model and how to check 
for the adequacy of nonstationary FARIMA model are ob- 
viously important problems. Beran (1995) proposed an ap- 
proximate MLE for nonstationary FARIMA model with a 
constant conditional variance. However, as far as we know, 
there are as yet no results for the latter problem. In the fol- 
lowing, we generalize Beran's (1995) approximate ML es- 
timation procedure for the nonstationary FARIMA(p, d, q)- 
GARCH(r, s) model. The diagnostic checking procedure 
can be found in the next section. 

Suppose that d = m + di, where -1/2 < d1 < 1/2 and 
m is a positive integer. Then Equation (7) can be written as 

0(B) (1 - B)dl (1 - B)mYt = O(B)6t, (21) 

where fSt iS defined by (8). Denoting Ut = (1- B)mYt, then 
Ut follows the equation 

This means that, after mth order differencing, the result- 
ing process is a stationary FARIMA(p, dl, q)-GARCH(r, s) 
model. The estimation and diagnostic checking procedures 
in the stationary case can be used. However, note that 
d > -1/2, by Theorem 2.3b, as all roots of 0(B) and 0(B) 
are outside the unit circle, Et has the following representa- 
tion: 

00 

EtQY) = Zak (Y)Yt-k, (23) 
k=o 

where y = (q1,..., p, 01, .. ., Oq, d)T and the a k(-y)'s are 
continuously differentiable with respect to -y. On the other 
hand, by (22), Et has the following representation: 

00 

EtQY*) = Zak (a*y)Ut-k, (24) 
k=O 

where *y* = (b1, . . .d, )p, 01.... . oq di)' and the aik(Qy*)S 
are continuously differentiable with respect to -y*. Given 
Y1,...,Yn and assuming that Yt = 0 if t < 0, Et can 
be estimated by et(Qy) = Et-'o ak(-y)yt-k or et(Qy*) - 

E-k=o &k(-y*)Ut-k, where t = 1,..., n. Similarly, ht can be 
estimated by ht (A) = ao? +E a 1 aiet2Qi (Y) +E?Zl 1ht-i (A) 
or ht(A*) = ao?+E' aie2_i(_Y*)+EZl 13iht-i(A*), where 
t = 1,...,n and ht(A) = EVn=et(-Y)/n and ht(A*) - 

nt=1 et(y*)/n if t < 0. A = (YT, 6T)T, A* = (Y*T, 6T)T 
and 6 is as defined in Section 3.1. Again, A and its true 
value A0 are interior points of a compact set. Note that 
Et (y) = Et (Qy*); therefore, et (y) = et (ay*) and ht (A) - 
ht (A*). This suggests that we can estimate A directly by an 
approximate MLE, An, which maximizes (11). Let It (A) = 
-(1/2) Inht(A)-et2(-y)/[2ht(A)]. Note that L(A) = L(A*) = 
-(l/n) Etn= lt(A*). It is easy to show that 

Olt (A) Olat (A* ) 
OAi OAi* 

AI12 (A) AI12 (A* ) 
A&A &A&A OAiOAj OAi*OA* 

and 
AI13 (A) _ 1I3 (A* ) 

&AiOAj&Ak - &A*&AJAk 

where Ai and A* are the ith components of A and A*. 
Because {Ut } is a stationary time series, by Theorems 

3.1 and 3.2, we have the following theorems. 

Theorem 3.3. Suppose that {Yt} and {Et} are gener- 
ated by (7)-(8) with ao > 0, a1 ... r, 11 *... 138 >? 0, 

r i ?+ EZ8 13i < 1, E(64) < oc, and d = m + di and 
that all roots of q(B) and 0(B) lie outside the unit circle. 
Then 

- 
n 1 2 t , i -4, q_T ) 27 t ( &() /(&T)ya) 

E= 1 &2lt ()/(&0y&6T) &21t (A)/(&6&ST)J 
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as n -- o0 and Qa and Q6 are positive matrices, where Qy 
and Q6 are defined in (19) and m and d1 are defined in (21). 

Theorem 3.4. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.3: 

a. There exists a MLE An satisfying the equation 
OL(A)/OA = 0 and An P AO as n -* oo. 

b. For such a sequence, n?(An - AO) D* N(O,7Q-1) as 
n -- o0, where Qo = diag((Qio, ?Q60), Q1-O and Q60 
are values of Qa and Q6 at A = A0. Further, the infor- 
mation matrices Qao and Q60 can be estimated consis- 
tently by Qa and Qs as in (20) with ht and Et replaced 
by ht (A) and Et (A). 

In the case where (1 - B)mYt in model (21) includes 
a nonzero unknown drift ,u (i.e., Yt follows the equation 
4(B)(1 - B)dl {(1 - B)mYt-} = O(B)6t), the time series 
{Yt} is not stationary, and hence n-r1 n 1 Yt does not con- 
verge to the mean ,u. Following Beran (1995), we can use a 
simple method to overcome this. Let Ut = (1 - B)mYt and 
U = (n- m)- t=m+l Ut; then U is a consistent estimate 
of ft. The residual Et can be estimated by the following ad- 
justed residual: et(A) = Et- ak(A*)(Utk - U). All other 
quantities defined earlier can be defined analogously. As 
shown by simulation in Section 5, the estimates obtained 
by adjusted residuals are very close to those in the case 
with mean At known and equal to 0. 

Remark. If ht = a positive constant, then the foregoing 
estimate procedure reduces to that given by Beran (1995) 
for the FARIMA(p, d, q) model with a constant conditional 
variance. 

4. STATISTICS FOR DIAGNOSTIC CHECKING 

In model building, identification and diagnostic check- 
ing are two important steps. Identification of the 
FARIMA(p, d, q)-GARCH(r, s) model can be divided into 
two parts. We can first identify the order (p, d, q) of the 
conditional mean equation, then identify the order (r, s) 
of the conditional variance. The former can be done by 
the Akaike information criterion (AIC) procedure given by 
Hosking (1984), and the latter can be done by the proce- 
dure given by Bollerslev (1986). In this section we mainly 
consider diagnostic checking of the fitted model. 

Residual autocorrelations have been found to be useful 
in checking the adequacy of ARMA models (see Box and 
Jenkin 1976 and Ljung and Box 1978). Li (1992) obtained 
the asymptotic distribution of residual autocorrelations for 
general nonlinear time series. Li and Mak (1994) proposed 
a formal diagnostic checking tool for nonlinear time series 
with conditional heteroscedasticity. Following their ideas, 
we derive the asymptotic standard error of residual auto- 
correlations and squared residual autocorrelations of the 
FARIMA-GARCH model and construct two chi-squared 
statistics, Q(M) and Q2 (M), for checking model adequacy. 
In particular, the results in this section can be applied to 
nonstationary FARIMA(p, d, q)-GARCH(r, s) models. 

Denoting ,Ut =Z,=1 q$i(Yt-i - At) ? E[O(B)(1 - 
B)-dgtIFti1l, ht cxo ? Z,=1 ~cxs2_ ? 1 dii et= 
0-1(B)q$(B)( - B)d(Yt--,At), and ?t is the correspond- 

ing residual when A is replaced by the MLE An in Sec- 
tion 3.1 or Section 3.2. Similarly, we define fit and ht. 
The lag k standardized residual autocorrelation is defined 

as p,k = rr1 Zt=k+1(6t/lit - )(t-k/l - ) for 
k = 1,2,3,..., where E = n-rvE1 n,t/ lit. Let p = 
(P1 ... ., PM)T. We then have the following theorem. 

Theorem 4.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 or 
3.3, p is asymptotically normal with mean 0 and covari- 
ance matrix 

V1 = IM - yQ-lyT (25) 

where Y = (Yl,...,YM)T, Yk = -E[(6t-k/litlt_k) 
(0pt/0-y)]|A=A., and IM is the M x M identity matrix. 

The lag k squared standardized residual autocorrelation 
is defined as 

(g2 h-s*2 ) (gt2_ 7 h_- 
rk; = Z(/ht -52)( / 

k-ht -E*2)2 

for k = 1, 2, .. ., where E*2 = -l Zt-1 s/ht. If the model 
is correct, then j*2 converges to 1 almost surely, so that rk 

can be replaced by 

k (/ht - 1)(e2_ /h-k - 1) 

tl(/ht-1) 

for k = 1,2,.... Letting r = (il1,.. .,rM)T, we have the 
following theorem. 

Theorem 4.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 or 
3.3, V/hi is asymptotically normal with mean 0 and covari- 
ance matrix 

V2 = IM - 4XQOlXT (26) 4 0 (6 

where X = (X1,. XM)T, Xk = -E[(1/ht)(0ht/&A) 
(E2k/lt-k - 1)] Ix= x0i and IM is the M x M identity matrix. 

The main spirit of the proofs of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 
is maintained by using Taylor expansions of pk and rk at 
the true value A0, the large-sample properties of the MLE 
An given by Theorems 3.2 and 3.4, and the stationarity and 
ergodicity of the residual process {6t }. In the nonstationary 
case, although the observed process {Yt} is nonstationary, 
the residual process Et = 0-1(B)q(B)(1 - B)d(Yt-U) 
0-1(B)q(B)(1 - B)dlUt is still stationary and ergodic. 
Thus all details are similar to arguments of Li (1992) and 
Li and Mak (1994) and hence are omitted. 

By Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, we know that 

Q(M) n npVlpX2M 

and 

Q2(M) =T nv-1r ,x2(M), 27 

where Vi = I- yQOlnT, V2 = I- 27lT/4, O= 
diag(Qia, Q^) Q and Qb are defined as in Theorems 3.2 
and 3.4 for the stationary and nonstationary cases, Y - 
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Table 1. Estimated Parameter Bias and Square Root of the Mean Squared Error 
for the FARIMA(1, d, 0)-GARCH(1, 1) Model (500 Replications) 

d d1 ao al 0 I I c0 6 I3 

T = 200/Known mean 

.3 .5 .4 .3 .3 BIAS -.027 -.025 .045 .028 -.072 
MSE .135 .148 .160 .107 .171 

M/A-V .176 .165 .186 .123 .227 
.3 -.5 .4 .3 .3 BIAS -.031 .025 .081 .005 -.092 

/MSE .083 .082 .174 .125 .200 
M/A-V .076 .067 .219 .119 .260 

T = 200/Unknown mean 

.3 .5 .4 .3 .3 BIAS -.068 .029 .049 .015 -.077 
vME .196 .190 .158 .113 .185 
M/ AV .162 .175 .194 .121 .239 

.3 -.5 .4 .3 .3 BIAS -.023 .018 -.094 .012 -.108 
/MSE .067 .077 .167 .121 .196 
M/A-V .074 .064 .208 .121 .243 

T = 400/Known mean 

.3 .5 .4 .3 .3 BIAS -.010 .002 -.035 .001 -.064 
/MSE .128 .116 .154 .089 .167 
M/A-V .112 .103 .146 .085 .170 

.3 -.5 .4 .3 .3 BIAS .000 .008 -.078 .003 .086 
/MSE .046 .056 .146 .090 .173 
M/A-V .052 .046 .142 .085 .167 

T = 400/Unknown mean 

.3 .5 .4 .3 .3 BIAS -.021 .007 -.069 -.007 -.070 
/MSE .123 .114 .144 .087 .171 
M/A-V .117 .115 .137 .085 .164 

.3 -.5 .4 .3 .3 BIAS -.013 .014 .073 .003 -.082 
/MSE .049 .058 .140 .089 .166 
M/A-V .053 .047 .143 .086 .168 

(Y1, ,YM), Yk = -n t=kll [(et-k/ tht) t/ 

00] is the estimated value of Yk at A An, X (Xl, 
.. , XM), and Xk -Z t=k+1 [(1/ht) (Oht/ OA) 
(E2 -k/htk -1)] is the estimated value of Xk at A = An. The 
statistics Q(M) and Q2 (M) can be used for testing the joint 
significance of Pi and ri, i = 1, M. Similar to the idea 
of Li and Mak (1994), if 31 = = 43 = 0 and M > k, 
then the entries of X are approximately 0 from the (r + 1)th 
row onward. The standard errors of ri, i = r + 1, ... . M are 
then just 1/ Vii and Q2 (r, M) = nEMr+l , X2-(r). 
Hence Q2 (r, M) can be used as a portmanteau statistic for 
testing the overall significance of ?i, i r + 1, ... M. In 
addition, if a, = .= ar = =- = 0, = then 
X = 0, V2 = I, and Q2(M) n ri i X2(M). In this 
case Q2 (M) can be used to test whether or not the FARIMA 
model has GARCH disturbance. 

5. SIMULATION RESULTS FOR THE ML ESTIMATION 

First, we consider the FARIMA(1, d, O)-GARCH(1, 
1) models with parameter sets (d,q$i,cao,on,ol) 
(.3,.5,.4,.3,.3) and (.3, -.5,.4,.3,.3). For each parameter 
set, the mean ,t known and 1u estimated by the sample mean 
cases are compared. For each case, the number of replica- 
tions is 500 with lengths of realization 200 and 400. In the 
simulation, we use the Levenberg-Marquardt adjustment 
algorithm, which has better convergence results. The sim- 

ulation results are summarized in Table 1. In the table, the 
true parameter values used in the data-generating process 
are given in the first four columns. The estimated biases are 
given on the same row, and the corresponding empirical root 
mean squared errors (VMSE) of the estimates are given in 
the row below. The root mean asymptotic variance (OMAV) 
calculated by (19) are given under the row of empirical root 
mean squared errors. From Table 1, we see that the biases 
are generally small, and the empirical root mean squared er- 
rors and the root mean asymptotic variances are very close 
in all cases. When the series is centered by the sample mean, 
both biases and root mean squared errors are not substan- 
tially changed for the sample sizes considered. For esti- 
mated parameters in the conditional variance equation, the 
effect of the estimated ,t on biases and root mean squared 
errors is also negligible. As sample size increases, all bi- 
ases, empirical root mean squared errors, and root mean 
asymptotic variances decrease. The root mean asymptotic 
variances and the empirical root mean squared errors also 
become much closer at n = 400. These are consistent with 
our expectations. We also considered the FARIMA(0, d, 1)- 
GARCH(1, 1) model and found very similar results. (These 
results are available on request.) 

Next we simulate nonstationary FARIMA(0, d, 0)- 
GARCH(1, 1) models with parameter sets (d, co, I , I1) = 
(.7,1.3,.3,.3), (1.0,.2,.2,.2), (1.2,.25, .25, .25), (1.4,.3,.3,.3) 
and (2.2, .2, .2, .2). For each parameter set, we consider two 
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Table 2. Estimated Parameter Bias and Square Root of the Mean Squared Error for Non-Stationary 
FARIMA(0, d, 0)-GARCH(t, 1) Model (500 Replications) 

T =200 T =400 

d ao al d I t0d de I d 
.7 .3 .3 .3 BIAS .006 .036 -.018 -.048 .006 .025 -.006 -.021 

/ISE .058 .129 .107 .204 .041 .107 .083 .169 
NM AV .057 .144 .121 .220 .040 .105 .083 .165 

1.0 .2 .2 .2 BIAS .002 -.008 .027 -.021 .001 -.002 -.004 -.017 
ISE .058 .076 .090 .245 .047 .070 .070 .227 
MAV .058 .111 .109 .346 .041 .085 .075 .267 

1.2 .25 .25 .25 BIAS .002 .010 .018 -.014 .002 .013 -.006 -.011 
1SE .060 .100 .103 .227 .040 .087 .079 .200 

NM AV .058 .129 .114 .276 .041 .097 .079 .211 
1.4 .3 .3 .3 BIAS .006 .072 .010 -.078 -.008 .052 -.011 -.047 

ISE .061 .147 .118 .225 .041 .115 .085 .176 
NM AV .057 .161 .119 .236 .040 .114 .083 .175 

2.2 .2 .2 .2 BIAS .001 .007 -.032 -.014 .001 .010 -.000 -.011 
/SE .062 .084 .094 .261 .047 .072 .073 .230 
NM AV .058 .118 .120 .351 .041 .094 .074 .288 

different sample sizes: 200 and 400. The number of replica- 
tions is 500 in all cases. The results are summarized in Ta- 
ble 2. The results demonstrate that the estimation method in 
Section 3.2 is applicable to the nonstationary situation. For 
each parameter set and sample size, the estimated parame- 
ter bias is negligible, and the empirical root mean squared 
error is close to that given by the asymptotic theory. We 
have also considered the case where l = 1 and is unknown. 
We found that the adjusted residual has negligible effect on 
estimated parameters. These results are similar to those in 
Table 1 and thus are not reported here. 

6. SIZE AND POWER OF THE 
GOODNESS-OF-FIT TESTS 

We performed some simulation experiments to examine 
the empirical size and power of the goodness of fit statis- 
tics Q(M) and Q(M2). Due to space limitations we report 
results only on the nonstationary case. Results for the sta- 
tionary case are similar and are available on request. 

Three pairs of data are generated by the model (1 - 
B)dXt = Et with conditional variance ht- ao + ale2_1 + 
a2t222 + a3Et-3 + ?lht-1. Three pairs of parameter sets 
are used: (.7, .3, .3, .3, 0, 0) and (.7, .3, .3, .3, .2, .05), (1.4, 
.3, .3, .3, 0, 0) and (1.4, .3, .3, .3, .2, .05), and (2.2, .2, 
.2, .2, 0, 0) and (2.2, .2, .2, .2, .2, .05). Results for these 
three pairs of parameter sets are reported in Table 3 cor- 
responding to model 1, model 2, and model 3. For each 

Table 3. The Empirical Sizes and Power of Q(M) 
and Q2(M) M = 6, 500 Replications 

Size Power 

Q(M) Q2(M) Q(M) Q2(M) 

Model 1 n = 400 .055 .024 .768 .781 
n= 500 .045 .022 .786 .798 

Model 2 n = 400 .064 .072 .775 .767 
n = 500 .044 .054 .788 .791 

Model 3 n = 400 .075 .077 .764 .760 
n = 500 .060 .064 .779 .769 

parameter set, two different sample sizes (i.e., 400 and 500) 
are considered. In all cases, the number of replications is 
500. The FARIMA(O, d, O)-GARCH(l, 1) model is fitted to 
all data. The results are summarized in Table 3, with the 
entries equal to the proportion of rejections based on the 
upper fifth percentile of the chi-squared distribution with 
6 degrees of freedom. Both statistics are slightly sensitive, 
but the average sizes seem rather acceptable. The powers of 
Q2(M) and Q(M) averaging over .76 are also reasonably 
high. 

7. AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 
The dataset that we analyze in this section is the daily 

Hong Kong Hang Seng index. There are altogether 495 ob- 
servations from January 3, 1983, to December 31, 1984. 
The log index is denoted by rt (t =1, ... 495). Note that 
in 1983, the Chinese government and the British govern- 
ment were discussing the sovereignty issue of Hong Kong. 
The stock market in Hong Kong suffered several dramatic 
shocks. The effect of these shocks appears to continue into 
the following year. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect a 
long-memory model to apply in this period. Again because 
of the shocks, there are a few outliers in the return se- 
ries. To avoid the effect of these outliers, those rt values 
larger than 3a (where ar is the standard derivation of the 
rt series) are replaced by 3cr. The rt series are estimated 
by the FARIMA(1, d, 0) model with constant variance, the 
FARIMA(1, d, 0)-ARCH(l) model, the FARIMA(1, d, 0)- 
ARCH(2) model, and the FARIMA(1, d, 0)-GARCH(l, 1) 
model. The approximate ML estimation given in Section 3 
is used. For each model, the known mean (with restriction 

0 = O) and unknown mean cases are considered. The usual 
likelihood ratio test suggests that the mean is insignificant. 
The modeling results for the mean 1u 0 case are as fol- 
lows: 

Model 1: (1 - B)1.2677(1 + .2465B)rt = Et, ht = .1594 x 
10-3, log-likelihood value = 4,080, where the estimated 
standard errors of d, q$1, and ao are .0567, .0567, and .1017x 
l0-4, Q(25) = 48.27 and Q2(25) = 48.27. 
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Model 2: (1 - B)12666(1 + .2390B)rt Et, ht = .1607 x 
10-3 + .0160E2_ 1' log-likelihood value 4,080, where the 
estimated standard errors of d, b1, avo, and a,i are .0255, 
.0291, .7925 x i0-5, and .1270 x 10-4, Q(25) = 48.66 and 
Q2(25) = 48.75. 

Model 3: (1 - B)1 3171(1 + .2760B)rt = Et, ht = .1351 x 
10-3 + .0306E2 1 . 1455E 2_ log-likelihood value = 4,090, 
where the estimated standard errors of d, fb1, ceo, ca,, and 
Oa2 are .0336, .0340, .9474 x 10-5, .6612 x 10-4, and .6612 x 
lo-4, Q(25) = 51.54 and Q2(25) - 51.72. 

Model 4: (1 - B)1 2781(1 + .2373B)rt -t, ht = .4143 x 
10-4 + .0826E2 1 + .6630ht_ 1, log-likelihood value = 4,095, 
where the estimated standard errors of d, q1, ozo, a,, and 43 
are .0401, .0478, .2298 x 10- , .3324 x 10-5, and .3324 x 
0-5, Q(25) = 21.71 and Q2(25) - 21.72. 

From these fitted models, we see that model 4-the 
FARIMA(1, d, 0)-GARCH(1, 1) model-has the largest 
log-likelihood value. For models 1-3, the values of the 
Q(M) and Q2(M), M = 25, statistics are larger than the 
corresponding critical values at significance level .05, and 
hence these models are clearly rejected. Other values of 
M give similar results. For model 4, the values of all test 
statistics are smaller than the corresponding critical values 
at significance level .05, and hence model 4 seems adequate 
for the rt series. However, all of the estimates for d seem 
to suggest a value of d around 1.28. This implies that the 
returns of the index, defined as the first-order differences 
of rt, will have a value of d around .28. Thus long memory 
may be present in the return series. Note that here the order 
of differencing is automatically taken care of by the estima- 
tion procedure. The individual residual autocorrelation and 
squared residual autocorrelation also suggest that model 4 
is adequate for fitting the rt series. These are not reported 
here. 

8. CONCLUSIONS 

In this article we have discussed a class of FARIMA mod- 
els that include nonstationary integrated cases and allow the 
innovations to follow the GARCH processes. Some prop- 

erties of the proposed model and estimation and diagnostic 
procedures were presented. The application of the proposed 
model to the Hong Kong Hang Seng index (1983-1984) 
seems to illustrate that the long-memory phenomenon may 
exist simultaneously in the stock return and in the volatil- 
ity of the stock return. We believe that this phenomenon 
may exist in many other time series. The results of this ar- 
ticle may be useful in modeling time series that exhibit long 
memory in both the conditional mean and the conditional 
variance. 

APPENDIX: PROOFS OF THEOREMS 

Proof of Theorem 2.1 

Because -t is conditionally normal, by (2) we can write Et as 
r s 

2 = (A . 1 ) Et _ot(t=1 t 

where Zt is a standard normal random variable independent 
of Ft-. 

We rewrite (A. 1) in vector form as 

it = At?t-I + (t, (A.2) 

where ?t (4,... ?2r?+l)ht. . ht_+ )T, t is defined as in 
(4), and At is defined by (6). Consider that 

n 3 -1 

Sn,t = (,t + E fAt_-) (t-3 ) (A.3) 

where n = 1, 2,.... Let (sn,t)k be the kth element of 
(flO At_>t,t. Then, because {Zt} is a sequence of iid vari- 
ables and each element of At and (t is nonnegative, 

El~ ~ (Sn,t) kX E A- 

= 1T ?I(tt)E(t 1T A 3C1 ) (A.4) 
z=o 

where rl k = (0,... , 0, 1, ... O)T with 1 appears at the kth po- 
sition, ci = Eft is a constant vector, and 

( 'k Cr ,13 s\ 

A I(r-l)x(r-1) (r-l)xl O(r-1) xs (A.5) 
= l ?tr | 1I8 /3s I}( 5 

?(s-l) xr I(s1) x(s-l) O(s-1) xl I 

By direct calculation, we know that the characteristic polyno- 
mial of A is 

r s 

si f (A>) = r+s - A>s Ea >Ar-z - Ar E OzAs- 
z=1 z=1 

Now it follows from the inequality la - bI > (al - IbI)l that if 
AI > 1, then 

if (A)l > JAlr+s | F _ E IAI -E A:1 = > 1 a, 

Hence = 1 aE + =1 /3j < 1 implies that the eigenvalues of A 
lie inside the unit circle; that is, the spectral radius p of A is less 
than 1. The right side of (A.4) is less than cp3 for some constant 
c. Thus Sn,t converges almost surely as n -+ oc. Denoting the 
limit of Sntt as it, then, by the foregoing argument, the first-order 
moment of it exists and 

00 
3 

-1 
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It is easy to verify that it satisfies (A.2). Hence there exists 
a Ft-measurable second-order stationary solution Et = ZtVt = 
Zt (irT+i 1t)1/2 to (2), and this solution has the representation given 
by (4), where Tik is defined by (A.4). 

For such a Ft-measurable second-order stationary solution {St}, 
consider Yn,t = E' ak8t-k, where ak = (k + d - )!(k!(d- 
1)!). By Stirling's formula, limk , kd-l/ak = c, where c is a 
positive constant. It is easy to show that Z=O ak= < 00. So {Ynk} 
converges in mean squares, and hence the second-order moment of 
Yt defined by (5) is finite. By the binomial expansion of (1 - , 

we know that {Yt} satisfies (1) and has the representation (5). 
To show that the solution {st, Yt} of (1)-(2) is unique, let 

{ /, Yt/} be another Ft-measurable second-order stationary so- 
lution of (1)42). Similar to (A.2), we have ?t = At9t>j + (t, 
where ?t = ( t/, ...v?tr+l ht-1 .... ht-s+l) hl = + 

E j Xi?2 i + E' /3jht, and (t is defined by (4). Let Ut = 
it- 9; then Ut is first-order stationary and, by (A.2), Ut = 
AtUt-, 

n (T 0= At-i)Ut-n-1 
Denoting the kth component of Ut as Uk,t, then, because each 

element of At for all t is nonnegative, 

IUk,tI = |7k ] (PAt-i) Ut-n-1 <7 (PAt-i) Ut-n-1, 
i=O i=O 

(A.7) 

where rlk is defined as in (A.4) and IUt I is defined as 
(Iul,t ,. . I, Ur+s,t )T. Because Ut is first-order stationary and Ft 
measurable, by (A.7) we have 

n\ 

EIuk,tI < ? TE (lAt_i) E(IUt-n- I) 
i=O 

=77kT A c Oas n -* oo, (A.8) 

where c = ElUt is a constant vector and A is defined by (A.5). 
So ui,t = 0 a.s.; that is, j2 = j12 a.s. Thus ht = h' a.s., and hence 
Et = ?t = ZtvIh a.s. when Zt's are given; that is, Et satisfying 
(2) is unique. Similarly, we can show that Yt = Yt a.s. Therefore, 
{ Et, Yt } is the unique Ft-measurable second-order stationary so- 
lution of the model (I)-(2). By (4)-(5), {Et,Yt} are measurable 
functions of the iid random variables {Zt} and hence are strictly 
stationary and ergodic. 

Proof of Theorem 2.2 

a. By the lemma in Section 2.1, we know that E(E4) < oo. 
Note that 

00 

EYt = E ak ak2 E t-kjE?t-k2) 

kl ,k2=O 

00 

< 3 ak ak2 E?4k1E? 4k2 
k1 ,k2=O 

2 4 

where ak = (k + d -l)!/k!(d -1)!. Because aa < 'E, 
we know that the right side is finite. 

b. Again by the lemma in Section 2.1, E(E8) < o0. Similar to 
(1), 

00 

EYt = E akak2ak3ak4E(Et-kiEt- k2t- k3Etk4) 

k ,k2,k3,k4=O 
oo 

2 2 2 2 < S ak, ak2 ak3 ak4 

k1,k2,k3,k4=O 

x (Et_k1 E4t-k2 Et-k3 Et-k4 1/ 

?? \4 
2 

EE 8k ? < ') 

k=O 

where ak is defined as in part a. 

Proof of Theorem 2.3 

a. Let W, (z) = q-1 (z)O(z)(1 _ Z)-d. Because the power series 
expansions of q-1 (z) and (1 _ Z)-d under the assumptions 
converge for lzl < 1, Yt exists with representation (9). By 
Theorem 2.1, { t } is second-order stationary. Similar to the 
proof of Theorem 2.2, we can show that {Yt } is also second- 
order stationary. By representation (4), Et is a measurable 
function of iid random variable Zt's and hence so is {Yt}. 
Therefore, {Yt } is strictly stationary and ergodic. 

b. Let 9p2(Z) = q(z)0-1(z)(1 _ Z)d. Similar to (p1, the power 
series expansion of (P2 converges as IzI < 1, and we know 
that (10) holds. 

c. Let Ut = (1 - B)%Et; then Yt - = 0- (B)O(B)Ut. By 
Theorem 2.2a, E(E4) < 00. Similar to the proof of The- 
orem 2.2a, we can show that E(Ut4) < oo and then that 
E(Yt4) < oo. Similarly, we have E(Yt8) < oo under the 
given assumptions. 

Proof of Theorem 3.1 
First, note that 

E9Et )2 1 2 2 < 2 
E i i V E'Et - ir E <00 

c') di . k2 6 
k=1 

02 Et -12(1 
k 

,9d2 
= In (- B)Et = - B) Et, 

and E[(0%2t)/(0d2)lFti1] = 0. Under the given assumptions, 
we can show that E[(92it)/( 7&T)], E[(021t)/(0_06T)], and 
E[(&2jt)/(C060T)] are finite. Further, because Et has a symmetric 
distribution, it is not difficult to prove that E[(02jt)/(a0_6T)] = 0. 
By the strict stationarity and ergodicity of {Yt } and { t } and the 
ergodic theorem, (18) holds. Similar to the proof of Weiss's lem- 
mas 3.1-3.3 (Weiss 1986), we can show that Qa and Q5 are pos- 
itive definite matrices. 

Proof of Theorem 3.2.(a) 

Following Weiss (1986), we need to check the condi- 
tions provided by Basawa, Feign, and Heyde (1976): (1) 
n-1 EZ t(Ao )/OA -P* 0; (2) there exists a nonrandom matrix 
M(Ao) > O such that for alIE > 0, P{-n-1 E Z 2 lt (Ao)/CAOAT > 
M(Ao)} > 1 - E for all n > ni (E); and (3) there exists a constant 
M < oo such that El(031t(A))(OAiOA1OAk)I <IM for all A E e, 
where Ai is the ith component of A. 

These three conditions ensure that a root of the equation 
'9t (A)/OA exists such that An P~ A0. The following show that 
conditions (1)-(3) are satisfied: 
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a. From (12)-(15), we know that E[0lt/0A]AA0= = 0. By the 
ergodic theorem, condition (1) is satisfied. 

b. By Theorem 3.1, the matrix Qlo is positive defi- 
nite, and hence for any constant vector c 0, 
n- EZcT (02It(Ao))A(0A0AT)c a _cTQoC < 0. For any 
given c, let 0 < Ai(c) < cTQoc/2. Then for all & > 0, there 
exists ni ni (c) such that 

P { cT n> 
t (AO) c + cTQoC < A} > 1- 

for all n > ni; that is, 

P {-n EcT ,A(A? c/211 > 1-6 

for all n > ni. So condition (3) is satisfied. 
c. Note that 

ad d3 = In (1 -B)?t = (B ) ?t 

and 

E ( adt) = E(_ zE k1k2k3 &t-klk2k3) 
E-a3 

Et E ,k2,k3= 1 

kl,k,k2,3=I 
oo 

Ek2 k2 k2 EE t-kl -k2 -k3 

ki,k2,k3= I 1 2 3 

( 7r) E 2<oo. (A.9) 

By differentiating 02 lt/0a0AT and using (A.9), we can con- 
clude that condition (3) holds. 

Proof of Theorem 3.2.b 
We again need to check the conditions given by Basawa et 

al. (1976); that is, (1) n-1/2 Z[01t(Ao)/aA] -'* N(O,Bo) for a 
nonrandom Bo > 0; (2) n-1 Z[02lt(Ao)/a0AAT] _P -Ao for 
a nonrandom Ao > 0; and (3) the condition (3) in the proof of 
Theorem 3.2a. 

First, by direct calculation it is easy to know that E[(0lt/aA) 
(alt/OAT)] = diag(ni,, es). By the ergodic theorem, 

Ea ,A a9AT ) X Q 

Let Sn = > r,j'(0lt/0A)I.=X0, where x70 is an arbitrary 
constant vector with rjjTqro : 0. Then it is easy to show 
that Sn is a martingale with (1/n)ESn = 0rjor1o > 0. 
From the strict stationarity and ergodicity of {Yt} and {t }, 
[(l/n)ESn]-1[(l/n)E(Sn2F n_)] _A 1. Using the central limit 
theorem of Stout (1974), we have 

n 

ijE AA alt N(O lO) 

That is, condition (1) holds. Next by Theorem 3.1, condition (2) 
holds. Finally by the proof of Theorem 3.2.a, condition (3) holds. 
Thus we complete the proof. 

[Received November 1995. Revised July 1996.] 
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